Knowledge of the Most-at-Risk Populations about Human Immunodeficiency Virus Prevention
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Abstract: Problem statement: In this study we tried to assess the knowledge of general population (15-45 years), injecting drug users, female sex workers, MSM and male prisoners about HIV prevention in Iran. Approach: Respondents are asked the following set of prompted questions: (a) Can we reduce the risk of HIV transmission by having sex with only one uninfected partner who has no other partners? (b) Can we reduce the risk of getting HIV by using a condom every time we have sex? (c) Can have HIV a healthy-looking person? (d) Can a person get HIV by sharing food with someone who is infected? (e) Can a person get HIV from mosquito bits? Results: In this study at compared with the resent studies we saw that, the general knowledge on the effect of consistent and correct use of condom as means of HIV prevention has been increased. There is a decrease in the number of the youth that assume sting of a mosquito can transmit HIV. There were no remarkable change in the perception of the thought that HIV is not transmitted through eating and the possibility of people living with HIV are safe. Conclusion: The current meta-analysis indicated that the awareness on the positive effect of condomization on HIV prevention has increased in recent years, but it is still far from being satisfactory and other basic knowledge about HIV has not improved and there is still a substantial gap with the desired figures.
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INTRODUCTION

The Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome (AIDS) epidemic is in its third decade and has become a pandemic disease that threatens the world populations. It affects all body systems as well as the mental health and social relationship of carriers and asymptomatic patients.

In Iran the first case of Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) was reported in 1987. This was followed by a rapid increase in the number of cases. In 2003, officially there were 5086 Iranian living with HIV/AIDS, of which, 4838 were male and 248 were female. According to official data in Iran, 67% of AIDS patients are intravenous drug users and 9% of cases grouped under unspecified route of transmission. It if feared that the HIV/AIDS situation in Iran may be more serious than these published data indicate and the main concern is the potential spread of infection from injecting drug users to the general population. The strategic geographic situation of Iran and its long borders with the countries of the Golden Crescent (Afghanistan and Pakistan), which produce a substantial proportion of the words heroin, have confronted Iran with the problems of drug trafficking and concomitant drug addiction within the country$^{[1]}$

Statistic show that for five patients affected by AIDS, one is in his 20s$^{[2,3]}$. Given the long incubation period of HIV, it is clear that many older adolescents and young adults with AIDS were infected as younger teenagers$^{[4]}$. There are several factors that contribute to the higher risk of HIV infection among young people e.g., first sexual experiences, the higher proportion of sexually transmitted disease, addiction that begins usually at this age and so on$^{[5]}$. On the other hand, there is a chance to establish protective health-behavior
patterns in young people, which might endure into adulthood. Since there are uncontrolled sexual contacts, high prevalence of addiction, absence or limited sex education and higher marriage age in Iran, the Iranian youth are counted as a high risk group for HIV infection. Moreover, because of unreasonable fears among most Iranian people that AIDS education promotes high risk behaviors, sex education about HIV transmission has no place in schools and universities in Iran. Accordingly, the current HIV/AIDS situation and the fact that antiretroviral drugs are not affordable and available for treating vast numbers of HIV-positive individuals makes primary prevention of HIV infection seem the most important concept in controlling the epidemic[6-22].

MATERIALS AND METHODS

In this study we tried to assess the knowledge of general population (15-45 years), injecting drug users, female sex workers, MSM and male prisoners about HIV prevention in Iran. Respondents are asked the following set of prompted questions: (a) Can we reduce the risk of HIV transmission by having sex with only one uninfected partner who has no other partners? (b) Can we reduce the risk of getting HIV by using a condom every time we have sex? (c) Can have HIV a healthy-looking person? (d) Can a person get HIV by sharing food with someone who is infected? (e) Can a person get HIV from mosquito bits?

RESULTS

Figure 1-6 are results of this study.

Figure: For Fig. 1-6 we have:

a: Can we reduce the risk of HIV transmission by having sex with only one uninfected partner who has no other partners?
b: Can we reduce the risk of getting HIV by using a condom every time we have sex?
c: Can have HIV a healthy-looking person?
d: Can a person get HIV by sharing food with someone who is infected?
e: Can a person get HIV from mosquito bits?

DISCUSSION

In this group the knowledge about reduce the risk of HIV transmission by having sex with only one uninfected partner who has no other partner (34.64%) and getting HIV by sharing food with someone who is infected (44.64%) are poor. Figure 2, show that the knowledge of male IDUs (25 years and more) (84.7, 84.1, 78.03 and 67.6%) is better than of male IDUs (less than 25 years) (73.8, 80, 71.4, 34.8 and 58%). Also in Fig. 2 we fond that the knowledge of the male IDUs for all ages about questions d, (34.8 and 44.7%) is poor. Figure 3 show that the knowledge of female IDUs for all ages about questions a, b and e is proper, but it is improper about questions c and d. We have to increase the knowledge of female IDUs about all questions, especially about questions c and d.
Generally, in Fig. 4, we observe that the knowledge of male IDUs (all ages) about HIV prevention is better than the knowledge of female IDUs (all ages). In Fig. 4, we compared the knowledge of IDUs HIV prevention for male (all ages) and female (all ages) and both all ages. We see that the knowledge of IDUs (male) for all ages (83.25, 83.56, 77.12 and 66.27%) about questions a, b, c and e, is better than of the knowledge of IDUs (female) for all ages (68.48, 71.74, 57.61 and 58.7%). The knowledge of them is almost same about question d. Figure 5, show that the knowledge of male prisoners about HIV prevention is suitable about questions a, b and c, but it is poor about questions d, e. Also we observed that the knowledge of male prisoners (25 years and more) (64.2%) is better than male prisoners (less than 25) (30%).

From Fig. 6, we conclude that the knowledge of all groups about questions d is poor and the knowledge of MSM (less than 25 years) is unsuitable about questions b, c and e, (53.3, 45.1 and 30%).

CONCLUSION

The results show that the knowledge of all ages about getting HIV by sharing food with someone who is infected (d), is poor and the knowledge of female sex workers about HIV prevention for reducing the risk of HIV transmission by having sex with only one uninfected partner who has no other partner is unsuitable. The addition of knowledge for all groups of people about HIV prevention is very important for reduce the risk of HIV transmission. Thus, we must to increase the knowledge of all groups of people especially youth people about HIV transmission.
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